
om Fletcher, the vocalist 
and guitarist might be 
better known as one of the 

founders from band McFly for 
us oldies, but did you know that 
he’s also an author, a producer, 
songwriter, and, oh yes, a 
fantastic patron of Whizz-Kidz?! 
He first contacted us via Twitter 
when he was writing his book
‘The Christmassaurus’ featuring 
a young disabled character.

Rebecca reviews the follow-up 
book ‘The Christmasaurus and 
the Winter Witch’ which comes 
hot on the heel of his debut, The 
Christmasaurus. She also got the 
chance to send Tom her burning 
questions about his books.

“After I read The Christmasaurus 
in 2016 I was left wanting 
more, and the new sequel The 
Christmasaurus and the Winter 
Witch definitely delivers! We join 
William, Brenda, Bob and Pamela 
a year after we left them. 

They think they’re in for an ordinary 
Christmas when all of a sudden 
time stops and they are whisked 
away for another North Pole trip. 
It’s meant to be just a fun day out, 
but soon an icy discovery turns it 
upside down and William must fight 
to save Christmas itself!

A perfect follow up to the first 
story, the reader gets to dive 
straight back into William’s world 

and explore the North Pole in all its 
festive glory. The fantasy is taken 
up another level as we’re swept 
along on a whirlwind adventure 
through time. 

Reading about a young wheelchair 
user actually getting to time travel 
is so cool! A lot of disabled young 
people will feel like they’re living 
their sci-fi dream through William! 
As well as the Christmas action, 
getting to know the main characters 
even better is fantastic, especially 
Pamela and Brenda. It makes 
William’s world even more real.

The Winter Witch is also brilliant as a 
chillingly mysterious villain! The best 
bit though is that William gets to 
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take the reins of the Christmasaurus 
once again and shines. Seeing 
how he grows in confidence from 
the first book is incredible and he 
is undoubtedly a character that all 
young wheelchair users can look 
up to. The Christmasaurus and the 
Winter Witch is definitely another 
Christmas treat!”

What made you want to go back to 
the world of The Christmasaurus? 
It was impossible to leave it! I spent 
so long creating that world and 
the characters so it was just too 
tempting to not try to find out 
what they did the next Christmas!

We’re taken on a grand tour of the 
North Pole in The Christmasaurus 
and the Winter Witch. What is your 
favourite part of the North Pole?
I think I’d spend a lot of time in the 
cinema that only shows Christmas 

movies or the Wish forest would 
be pretty fun to hang out in for 
a while. I really enjoyed writing the 
chapters where we meet the Winter 
Witch though.

The Christmasaurus focuses a 
lot on how William feels about 
his disability and being different. 
In The Christmasaurus and the 
Winter Witch, William’s disability 
is more in the background of the 
story. Why did you take a different 
approach for the second book? 
That was actually one of the things 
that attracted me to continuing 
the story. While I loved addressing 
William’s disability in book 1 and I'm 
really proud to be one of the few 
books with a main character who is 
a wheelchair user, I was excited by 
the idea of writing this next book 
where his disability isn’t what defines 
him. I wanted to write a book with a 

Reading about a 
young Wheelchair 
user actually 
getting to time 
travel is so cool! 
A lot of disabled 
young people will 
feel like they're 
living their sci-fi 
Dream through 
William!

lead character who is a wheelchair 
user where the story doesn’t have 
anything to do with him being a 
wheelchair user. William is a boy like 
any other, on a Christmas adventure!

We love The Christmasaurus 
soundtrack and have got it on 
repeat now we’re so close to 
Christmas! Can we expect more 
musical treats to go along with the 
sequel? Perhaps. There are songs 
but I haven’t recorded them yet. 
Maybe in the future!

You made The Christmasaurus 
into a stage musical in 2017 and 
cast 3 wheelchair users including 
Whizz-Kidz ambassador Archie 
in the role of William. How was 
the experience and why was 
it important for you? It was an 
INCREDIBLE experience and one 
that I’m so proud of. We knew 
from day one that we wanted to 
use the role of William to create 
an amazing opportunity for three 
young wheelchair users to come 
and perform on the stage in 
London. There are still so few roles 

I wanted to write 
a book with a 
lead character 
who is a 
wheelchair user 
where the story 
doesn’t have 
anything to do 
with him being a 
wheelchair user. 
William is a boy 
like any other, 
on a Christmas 
adventure!

for wheelchair users in theatre 
productions so I hope we can do it 
again in the future and showcase 
some of the amazingly talented 
young wheelchair users around the 
country who have a passion for 
performing.

Tom with judges and 
winners of our 

#DreamWheelchair 
competition

It is great to see William and 
Brenda go from arch enemies to 
annoying brother and sister in 
the book! Did you enjoy writing 
their new relationship? Yes, 
although the parts where Brenda 
bullies William were awful to write 
and still awful to read, but I guess 
that’s what I was aiming for. I didn’t 
want to dumb down any of the more 
serious and difficult moments and 
bullying is certainly that. Getting 
her character to go from being truly 
awful to William’s closest friend was 
a challenge but I love their dynamic 
now and they are very fun to write.

The Christmasaurus and the 
Winter Witch goes a bit timey-
wimey. Would you like to write 
more time travel stories in the 
future or maybe even write for 
Doctor Who?
I would LOVE to do that one day. 
Perhaps a Doctor Who Christmas 
Special…BBC, give me a call! On 
a serious note though, time travel 
is SO tricky to write about as it’s 
something that doesn’t really exist 
(yet) but there are some widely 
accepted rules that we seem to 

take as truth that is really difficult to 
get your head around. I’m actually 
writing another time travel project 
at the moment so the Winter Witch 
obviously didn’t put me off!

William has become a new hero 
for disabled young people. What 
has the response from young 
wheelchair users been like? It has 
been truly magical. I have had so 
many incredible responses from 
letters and messages online to 
people face-to-face. The nicest 
part of it is that I never intended 
to do that and it happened so 
organically for all the right reasons. 
I’m extremely proud of The 
Christmasaurus for that reason. 

What’s next for William and the 
Christmasaurus? Well, there are 
SO many ideas flying around that 
it’s hard to say but eventually there 
will be The Christmasaurus movie 
and I hope another stage show 
and since Christmas comes every 
year I’m sure there will be lots more 
adventures for William and the 
Christmasaurus!
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